SST48 Portable Side Slip Tester












Avoid tyre wear
Check wheel side slip on any level surface
Test accurately in only 5 minutes
Easily understood
Virtually indestructible
No maintenance require
Minimum investment maximum returns
Portable, no need to have a side slip testing bay
No special testing skill require
Weight / Material : 1kg / ABS high impact plastic
Dimension : 47cm x 27cm x 2cm
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SST48 Portable Side Slip Tester
SST48 is the simplest yet probably, the most accurate device in the market for checking the alignment of
the adjustable wheels of cars or vans, is sold to professional fleet users, but is just as useful to private motorists.
SST48 is a roller bearing platform over which one front wheel is slowly driven with the wheels in their
straight ahead, i.e. least stressed position. Because of the roller bearings between the base and top plate
of the SST48 , any sideways stress between the tyre and the road surface will cause the top plate to move
sideways. This movement is linked to a pointer which shows if adjustment is needed and in which direction.
It is not even necessary to know the toe-in or toe-out angle needed for the vehicle. If the correct angle is
set there is no sideways stress between wheel and road, and the indicator will show “0“.
For the private motorist, the professional user or the fleet operators, the fact that tests can be conducted in
minutes on any level surface, means tyre wear can be avoided as even a daily check is feasible. Equally
important, because the results are so clear and SST48 is so simple to use, no special training is required.
Max. Load
One Tonne

2 cm
Floor Level


Weight : Not more than 1kg

Material : High Impact ABS

Indicator Scale


Use it anywhere

Low Investment

27
Side Slip

47 cm
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